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Executive summary
With global warming, the Arctic is changing
quickly. Along with the undeniable negative
impacts this brings, opportunities for the
maritime industry are also presenting
themselves. Rising temperatures are causing
a reduction in ice coverage and thickness in
the Arctic and new areas are opening up that
were previously inaccessible to shipping.
Transit between the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans using Arctic routes is now feasible
for several months of the year. The
distance savings of the Arctic routes over
the Panama and Suez Canal routes are
around 30% with the Northeast Passage
currently the favoured Arctic sea route for
transit. This could become a new route
for containerships between East Asia and
the North Atlantic markets if fuel and time
savings can offset the increased costs
and risks of operating in an ice infested
environment.

Aside from shorter routes between the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans, the Arctic is attractive
because of its resources. Estimated to hold
around 20% of the world’s undiscovered
oil and gas, along with large hard mineral
deposits and abundant fish stocks, as well as
unique biological resources that are becoming
increasingly valuable to the pharmaceutical
industries. Fishing accounts for approximately
50% of current Arctic ship traffic and there
is great scope for oil, gas, and hard mineral
shipments to increase in scale given the right
conditions.
The future is uncertain, although if the Arctic
ice coverage continues to reduce at the rates
it has been then it is highly likely that it will
become an area of large scale marine activity.
Resources are a major draw to the region,
and if the barriers to transit shipping can be
overcome it could go some way to replacing
the Panama and Suez Canal routes.

The future of the Arctic is likely to be
determined by the demand for resources
present in the region and the stability of
governance alongside the interplay of
pressures from industry, governments, Arctic
communities and broader society. Based on
results from a survey of experts, the future of
Arctic shipping is likely to see slow, steady
development. Future development of Arctic
shipping will be dependent on a further
retreat of the sea ice alongside development
of resource extraction projects and the
sorts of large infrastructure that a safe
and successful shipping industry requires.
Transit shipping is likely to continue along
the Northern Sea Route and a commercially
viable Transpolar Route is not expected for
the foreseeable future.
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Introduction

“

The aim of this report
is to summarise and
present the most
important issues
affecting the future
of shipping in the
Arctic.

”

The EU funded SEDNA project has been
focussed on improving the safety and
sustainability of shipping in the Arctic region.
As a part of SEDNA, a Future Trends report
has been written based on a horizon scan of
maritime activity in the Arctic. This publication
summarises the main outputs of this horizon
scan for dissemination to wider industry
and interested stakeholders. This report
should provide a useful primer on the unique
challenges and opportunities that the Arctic
presents for the maritime industry, whilst also
pointing towards what the future development
of the region may look like.
The challenges and opportunities in the Arctic
are numerous, and there are many complexities
and nuances in the future development of the
region. The aim of this report is to summarise
and present the most important of these issues
and how they may affect the future of the
maritime industry in the region.

The first part of this report is based on desk
research and literature review. It presents a
view of the current status of the Arctic from the
perspective of the maritime industries. It draws
from the literature on a wide range of topics
impacting future development of maritime
activity in the Arctic but focuses in particular on
the environment, politics and governance, and
resources and commercial activity. A summary
of the major Arctic shipping routes and recent
ship traffic trends is also presented.
The second part of this report is focussed on
future scenarios for shipping in the Arctic.
Some existing scenarios developed by the Arctic
Council are presented along with the results of a
survey of experts, which asked their opinion on
our current and future trajectory in the context
of these scenarios. Finally, an alternative set
of scenarios is presented that takes a different
approach to scenario construction, focussed
on the interaction of stakeholders rather than
specific drivers of change.
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Physical and natural environment
The Arctic is a unique area in terms of the
environment. It is a place of extreme weather
conditions, unique habitats and is home to
endangered species found nowhere else on
Earth. These features make it both a harsh and
sensitive environment for ships and maritime
companies to operate in with several unique
challenges. Some of the major considerations
with regards to the physical and natural
environment are outlined in this section.

Weather
It’s most likely that by mid-21st century the
Arctic Ocean will experience longer summer
seasons with warmer temperatures but it will
also be home to more fragmented, thinner sea
ice alongside stronger winds, ocean currents,
and waves. When considering the magnitude
of these changes, if a ‘business as usual’
emission scenario is examined, an average
increase of 50% in winter wind speed and
100% in significant wave height in the Arctic
Ocean has been predicted [1].
Higher winds and waves also increase the
danger of sea spray, which in combination
with the low temperatures, can cause ice

to form on a ship’s superstructure. This
extra weight on the superstructure can be
substantial, raising the centre of gravity and
degrading the stability of the vessel - at times
to the point of capsize. Even if the effect of
ice formation does not have catastrophic
effects, it can create slippery deck surfaces
that present a real danger to the crew who
may have to move around on deck in all
weathers and sea conditions. Other effects
of icing include covering radar and antennas,
blocking through-hull fittings, and impairing
the operation of safety equipment. At present,
the methods used to remove ice accretion
are primitive, from hammering the ice off with
a mallet, to using heating systems to keep
critical areas ice free. It is clear that better
technologies are required.
A perhaps unexpected effect of climate
change in the Arctic has emerged in recent
years – widespread wildfires. In July 2020,
in Siberia alone, there were an estimated 3.2
million acres of forest fires [2]. Although this
may not have a direct effect on shipping in the
region it points to the extreme unpredictability
and challenges of operating in the Arctic.

Sea ice
The presence of sea ice in the Arctic is one of
the main factors that makes it such a uniquely
challenging environment for ships to operate in.
It is therefore one of the most significant factors
determining how the region will develop. In the
future, the Arctic sea ice extent will be decisive in
determining the economic viability of both Arctic
shipping routes and resource extraction activities.
Ice, particularly multiyear ice, is hard and
unyielding, meaning that ships that impact
floating sea ice or try to force their way through
sheet ice require significant hull and machinery
reinforcement, and ships of lower reinforcement
will need to be escorted by icebreakers during
much of the year. Building ships strengthened for
ice operations and employing the services of an
icebreaker can significantly increase the cost of
operating in the Polar regions.
In the past few decades, sea ice loss in the
Arctic has been dramatic and one of the most
recognisable symptoms of climate change.
Figure 1 shows the sea ice extent for the years
from 1979 to 2012. It shows a loss of several
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million square kilometres of sea ice during the
Arctic winter with an even more pronounced
loss during the Arctic summer season, with
ice loss peaking in September.
Looking forward, it is expected that this loss
of ice thickness and extent will continue. If
past observations are anything to go by, the
existing climate models will under-predict ice
loss and so the forecasts should be seen as
conservative [4]. In turn, this ice loss is likely
to drive increased human activity in the Arctic
resulting in greater transit and destination
shipping activity and land-based resource
extraction and processing.

Positive effects of reduced sea ice extent and
thickness from a shipping perspective are a
lower cost from fuel consumption, icebreaking
services, and insurance. It may also mean a
lower risk of ice related accidents occurring
which, in an age of increased environmentalism
and viral social media, could cause significant

The future reduction in sea ice will bring
with it a new set of challenges and risks.
In the absence of sea ice, surface currents
will become increasingly important to
safety, speed, and fuel consumption, the
performance of ice-class vessels will be
tested in increasingly open water conditions,
and pieces of previously trapped multiyear ice
will become free-floating.
Figure 1
Daily ice extent for years 1979–2012 [3]

reputational and financial damage to
companies operating in the region if oil spills
or environmental contamination were to occur.
Having said this, lower ice coverage does not
necessarily mean a lower chance of accidents
occurring, and the full impact of ice extent
reduction on shipping safety is yet to be seen.
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Natural environment
The Arctic is home to breeding grounds,
feeding grounds, and migration routes of
numerous species of birds, fish, and marine
mammals. Examples of indigenous and
migratory wildlife in the Arctic are polar bears,
bowhead whales, narwhals, beluga, grey
whales, and seabirds [5] [6].
Historically, Arctic marine wildlife and the
local ecosystem have demonstrated a
resilience to natural variability. The potential
for increased shipping activity in the
future is, however, associated with newly
imported risks to the Arctic ecosystem.
Some of the increased risks due to shipping
are: accidental discharge of oil and other
pollutants, gaseous exhaust emissions and
particulate matter, and discharge of waste
into the sea. Whales and other marine
mammals are also particularly sensitive to
underwater noise pollution, the introduction
of invasive alien species, and ship collisions.

Concern for the Arctic environment has
begun to draw significant attention from
regulators. An example with potentially
large consequences for the shipping sector
is that the use of Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) in
the Arctic is expected to be prohibited by
the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO) from 2021. The IMO deems this ban
a necessary precaution in order to not
only reduce the negative consequences
of oil spills but to also decrease vessel
emissions. Despite its environmental and
socio-economic benefits, the HFO ban
is not expected to come cost-free. For
2021 alone, ban-related costs have been
estimated between four and twenty-one
million dollars, or a 3-18% increase in the
fleet’s fuel expenditure depending on the
bunker fuel prices [7].

Geography
The geography of the Arctic poses some unique
challenges to shipping. It is remote, very shallow
in places, and presents several chokepoints
that ships must pass through. The Northwest
Passage (NWP) is a good example of this, as it is
made up of straits through the Canadian Arctic
Archipelago that are at times both narrow and
shallow. These straits are easily clogged by free
floating ice, and are still insufficiently surveyed,
presenting the very real risks of grounding or
becoming stuck in ice. The Northern Sea Route
(NSR) presents a less complex situation yet has
several choke points, where ships must pass
through shallow straits between islands and the
Russian mainland unless the ship is escorted by
icebreaker or ice is sufficiently sparse that they
can pass to the North of the islands avoiding the
chokepoints.
Many parts of the Arctic are also remote from
infrastructure such as shipyards, search and
rescue (SAR) facilities, deep water ports, and oil
spill response facilities. This creates a challenge
to safe shipping and speedy response to
accidents.
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Governance and politics
The Arctic is a region where governance arrangements are still evolving. There
are six countries that border the Arctic Ocean: Canada, the Kingdom of Denmark,
Iceland, Norway, the Russian Federation and the United States; and an additional
two countries that are within the Arctic yet have no coastline in the region: Sweden
and Finland [8]. The various organisations and groups formed between these
countries, as well as the disputes and agreements, give a hint as to what the future
governance arrangements of the Arctic may look like. It also provides some clues
as to whether it will be a region defined by cooperation, similar to the Antarctic, or
a region where competition and conflict will develop over resources and territory.

Intergovernmental organisations
There are many inter-governmental organisations that foster cooperation
between Arctic states. These include: the Arctic Council, the Arctic Ocean
Conference, the Conference of Parliamentarians of the Arctic Region, the
Northern Forum, and the Arctic Economic Council.
These organisations are generally increasing their numbers of member and
observer states in recent years. This could be an encouraging sign of cooperation
in the development of the Arctic or it could be a sign of an increasing number
of states jostling for influence in the region. Whatever the motivations are, these
developments point to increased interest and engagement in the region.

Figure 2
Overlapping seabed claims in
the Central Arctic Ocean [9]
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Territorial disputes
The most significant disputes in the region are
arising due to a struggle over control or access
to territory that has significant resources or is of
strategic importance.
There are several overlapping claims with
varying levels of supporting evidence. The
complexity of the situation is illustrated in The
most significant disputes in the region are
arising due to a struggle over control or access
to territory that has significant resources or is
of strategic importance. which shows maritime
border disputes in the Arctic as of June 2019.
Of particular note is the border dispute between
Russia and Norway which was settled in
2010. This ended with an agreement to split
the area into two roughly equal parts and for
both countries to work together on oil and gas
exploration and fishing regulation in the area
[10]. Other conflicting claims have not been
settled so cooperatively, however.
Regarding shipping routes, Canada and Russia
claim the Northwest Passage and Northern
Sea Route respectively as being internal waters
under UNCLOS. This has led recently to Russia
imposing stringent rules for foreign ships
transiting the NSR, which includes providing
information about voyages 45 days in advance

and taking onboard a Russian maritime
pilot [11]. Other states have challenged
this and claim they are international straits
which would allow other nations’ vessels
to pass through them without needing
permission to do so. As of yet, there
has been no major conflict arising from
these claims but with the United States
discussing plans for freedom of navigation
exercises on the NSR [12] this could prove
to be a flashpoint in the future.

The understanding between the five coastal
Arctic states, often referred to as the Arctic
Five, that they handle their disputes among
themselves has so far kept the EU from
enhancing its role as an Arctic actor. It is,
however, clear that the EU has significant
influence in the region demonstrated by
the number of their member states that
are either observers or full members of the
Arctic Council and other intergovernmental
organisations in the region.

EU member involvement

Chinese involvement

Several Arctic and near-Arctic States have
close relationships with the EU. Denmark,
Finland and Sweden are members of the
European Union, while Iceland and Norway
are members of the European Economic
Area and the Schengen Area. As such, all
these countries tend to align themselves
with EU foreign policy.

Early in 2018, China published its first white
paper on Arctic Policy. In the paper, the
country is characterised as a ‘Near-Arctic
State’ and a major stakeholder in the Arctic
[13]. It outlined China’s desire to work
cooperatively and respectfully with other
stakeholders in the region to produce a
win-win situation [13]. As might be expected
given the importance of exports to China’s
economy, shipping routes are the main
focus of their Arctic ambitions. These are
followed by the exploitation of mineral and
hydrocarbon resources, fishing, and tourism.

Other EU members, France, Germany, Italy,
the Netherlands, Poland and Spain, plus
the ex-EU member the United Kingdom,
have sought and secured observer status
in the Arctic Council. Furthermore, the UK
and Germany have also adopted specific
Arctic strategies, while France is currently
formulating one.

Separate to the Arctic Policy white paper,
China has also outlined its plans to build a
Polar Silk Road as part of the Belt and Road
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Initiative [14]. They aim to do this through
building infrastructure and conducting trial
voyages through the Northern Sea Route.
In support of or in response to these policies,
Chinese real estate enterprises have made
several bids on Arctic real estate with a mixed
response from the locals. These bids include
a naval base on Greenland, a large coastal
tract in northern Iceland, a rare piece of land
on Svalbard, and land in northern Norway [15]
[16] [17] [18].

Russian involvement
Russia is perhaps the most influential Arctic
state when it comes to shipping in the region.
The Northern Sea Route lies within Russian
waters and is controlled and administered
entirely by Russia. There are also large oil, gas,
and mineral deposits within the Russian Arctic.
Russia is a member of the Arctic Five, the
Russia sees the Arctic as not just of economic
importance but also strategic importance. In
2015, the Russian government released their
‘Integrated Development Plan for the Northern
Sea Route 2015–2030’, which stresses the
importance of the NSR for maritime export of
Russian natural resources and, importantly,
for Russian national security. The intention

and strategy to enhance the international use
of the NSR through a partnership with Asian
countries and in particular with China are also
outlined, [19].
In support of these ambitions for the NSR,
Russia has committed to several large
infrastructure projects outside of those directly
related to oil and gas extraction. An ambitious
railway project is under development [20] with
an estimated cost of €3.06 billion. This YamalNenets railway will connect Bovanenkovo
with Sabetta. The railway will become part
of the Northern Latitudinal Railway - another
planned 707 km east-west railway – thereby
connecting Nadym and Labitnangy in Western
Siberia. This project has had endorsement
from President Putin who wishes to see this
help to develop Sabetta into a significant,
universal port [21]. Russia has also committed
to open over 10 emergency rescue centres
along the NSR as traffic along this route is
hoped to grow in the future [22].
In addition to the land based infrastructure
Russia is developing in the Arctic, it has a
large icebreaker fleet, and is the only country
in the world that has a fleet of nuclear
icebreakers. These provide escort and rescue
services to vessels along the NSR.

Russia is taking significant steps to provide
supporting infrastructure along the NSR and
encourage its use as both an international
shipping route and as a way of accessing
the significant resources in the Russian
Arctic. As the development of industry in
the Arctic is seen by Russia as being of long
term strategic importance, the continued
investment and support of the Russian
government is expected.

Involvement of other
non-Arctic states
Any development of Arctic shipping routes
likely to redirect maritime traffic is a potential
threat to Singapore, which has currently
evolved to be a centre for shipping activities.
Recognising this, Singapore is increasing its
active involvement in Arctic affairs through
its involvement in shipbuilding, maritime
technology and other scientific cooperative
projects [23].
Along similar lines, India’s role in and interests
for the Arctic are in principal scientific. India,
however, recognises that as one of the fastest
emerging energy consumers in the world it
cannot miss-out on an opportunity to explore
Arctic hydrocarbon potential [24].
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Resources and commercial activity
The Arctic is often referred to as one of
the last frontiers of oil, gas and mineral
resources. It also has rich fishing grounds,
timber resources, scope for increased
tourism, and some emerging industries such
as bioprospecting for pharmaceuticals and
cosmetics. However, full development of
Arctic resources has historically been hindered
by the challenging environment and concerns
about damaging the sensitive environment.

Minerals
The interest in Arctic mineral and metal
resources is expected to increase in the future
driven by a demand for diamonds, uranium,
nickel, platinum, and rare earth elements [25].
In particular, a higher demand is expected for
Arctic cobalt and lithium due to an increased
need for high quality batteries for everything
from electric vehicles to portable electronic
devices.
The expectation of strong growth in Arctic
mining activity is driven in a large part by
the retreating ice cover providing access
to undiscovered and untapped resources

in Alaska, Canada and Greenland. Longer
operating seasons are also expected to reduce
the financial risk of investments in new mines.
Despite an expected increase in demand for
mineral resources, climate change and a lack
of infrastructure continue to prove a challenge
to Arctic mining. On the one hand, warming
temperatures make mineral deposits more
accessible, yet on the other hand, melting
permafrost leads to soil instability which
reduces access to ice roads and undermines
the stability of building foundations. This poses
logistical challenges to new mining operations,
and, although shipping could offset limited
access to ice roads, the required port and
shipping infrastructure would incur significant
costs.

Oil and gas
It is estimated that the Arctic region accounts
for approximately 20% of the world’s
undiscovered, accessible oil & gas reserves
[26]. Many of these reserves are offshore, as
shown in Figure 3, and will therefore attract
ship traffic for installation and maintenance of

infrastructure, and transportation of extracted
resources. Land based resources may also
make use of ship-based transportation instead
of building pipelines.
The largest deposits of oil and gas are held
in Russian territories, mostly in the West and
East Siberian Basins. As Russia relies heavily
on revenue generated from their hydrocarbon
deposits, it is likely that these will be exploited
in the future, and President Putin has also
publicly stated that increasing the Russian
presence in the Arctic is desirable and most
easily carried out through offshore oil and gas
extraction [27].
In 2013, the Gazprom Prirazlomnoye field
became both the first oil production project
on the Russian Arctic Shelf. Gazprom has also
recently developed the Novoportovskoye field
in the Yamal Peninsula, connected to the coast
near Ob Bay by a 100km pipeline. As the waters
are shallow in this area, a novel oil loading
terminal has been constructed 3.5km offshore
known as the Arctic Gate.
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The Barents Sea is also a likely area of
growth in hydrocarbon transportation,
as the current LNG processing facility
in Melkøya has limited capacity and
alternative transportation infrastructure
is lacking [28]. This could potentially be
an area of growth in LNG carrier traffic in
the future.
Despite the efforts of the oil companies
to paint a picture of environmentally
responsible operations, recently there
has been considerable pushback
against Arctic oil developments. Many
banks including Goldman Sachs,
Morgan Stanley, J.P. Morgan, Citigroup,
and Wells Fargo are now refusing to
finance Arctic oil developments [30] and
pressure is likely to continue to build on
those that are still providing finance for
these projects.

Figure 3
Undiscovered oil reserves in the Arctic [29]
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Fishing
Arctic waters are productive fishing grounds
with many species living and breeding in the
area. Fishing vessels already make up about
half of ship traffic in the region [31] and this
is likely to increase as warming oceans force
fish species northwards [32]. In particular,
the Barents Sea is a highly productive fishing
ground with productivity increasing in recent
years and set to increase further in the future.
The retreating sea ice is set to have a twofold
effect on fishing in the Arctic. Firstly, more
areas will become accessible to fishing vessels
and the accessible season will become longer.
Secondly, due to warming waters and other
effects of climate change, edible fish species
are set to move further north. Although the
effects of these changes will not be positive
for all fish species, it is likely that overall
productivity will increase.
In 2017, the Arctic nations along with China,
Japan, South Korea and the European Union
agreed to place the central Arctic Ocean,
made up of approximately 2.8 million square

kilometres of international waters, off-limits
to commercial fishermen for the following 16
years [33]. The delegation also agreed to a joint
programme of scientific research and monitoring
of Arctic fish stocks. This is unlikely to have a
significant negative impact on fishing activity
in the Arctic as it currently occurs primarily
in the Exclusive Economic Zones of Norway,
Greenland, Iceland, America, and Russia yet
could have a positive impact on fish stocks by
preserving breeding and feeding grounds.

Tourism
Marine tourism in the Arctic mainly comes in
the form of cruises or expeditions carried out
by specialist providers. These are often aboard
icebreakers or ice strengthened vessels that
have been refitted to higher comfort level. There
are also an increasing number of purpose-built
cruise vessels destined for the Arctic, including
the 296 passenger ‘Silver Cloud’ [34] amongst
others. A large number of private yachts have
also been carrying out transits of the North
West Passage in recent years drawn by the
relative seclusion and unique scenery.

The most popular destinations for Arctic
cruises, are Svalbard and Greenland, where
even the best-known cruise companies
sometimes carry out trips to the edge of the
ice [35]. There are also regular cruises from
Murmansk to Franz Josef Land and the North
Pole aboard Russian icebreakers such as ‘50
Years of Victory’ [35].

Possible future industries
As the Arctic climate warms it is likely that
industries emerging in other areas will move into
the High North and Arctic. Some of these new
emerging marine industries that could be relevant
to the Arctic’s future include bioprospecting,
aquaculture, deep sea mining, carbon capture
and storage, and renewable energy [36]. Two of
these are expanded on below.

Bioprospecting
Bioprospecting is the search for genetic and
chemical resources found in nature that can
be made into commercially valuable products,
in short – ‘looking for ways to commercialise
biodiversity’ [37]. The genetics and chemicals
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being discovered in the Arctic are being
used in areas such as pharmaceuticals, food
technology, cosmetics, anti-freeze, and life
science research [36].
The United Nations University Institute of
Advanced Study highlighted bioprospecting as
an emerging sector for the Arctic in 2008 [38]
and the pace of activity in this area is currently
growing at an unprecedented rate [39]. Norway
is emerging as a strong player in this area, with
the government providing funding to projects
and several centres of expertise opening in
universities and research institutes.

Aquaculture
Currently, the Arctic contributes around 2%
of global aquaculture production, roughly
equal to the contribution of the EU [31]. This
is dominated by Norway, with Iceland and
Russia also making a contribution. Along with
wild fish stocks, aquaculture is likely to benefit
from warming sea temperatures, both from
increased open sea area, and from the benefits
to fish growth that the warmer seas will provide.
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Shipping and maritime activity
Recent changes in climate and corresponding
changes in sea ice have meant that significant
portions of the Arctic are becoming more accessible
to maritime activities. By mid-century it is expected
that the majority of the Arctic will be accessible to
icebreakers [40], and considerable areas will be
accessible to non-icebreaking vessels. This has led
to increasing interest in the Arctic as one of the last
remaining unexploited maritime areas.
Despite increasing accessibility, polar waters
present some unique challenges to ships, from
the technical challenges of designing ships strong
enough to operate in ice, to operational challenges
such as dealing with accidents in remote areas that
lack fully developed infrastructure.

Figure 4
Major Arctic transit shipping routes [31]
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Shipping routes
The major transit shipping routes in the
Arctic are the Northwest Passage and the
Northern Sea Route, which are illustrated
in Figure 4. These routes can be used as
alternatives to the Panama and Suez canals
for shipping between the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans. In addition to these major routes
there are also numerous routes used to
access various oil fields, mines, communities
and fishing grounds. In the future it is
proposed that a Transpolar Route will become
accessible, passing directly through the
North Pole, allowing ships to remain mostly
in international waters and further shorten the
journey across the Arctic [31].
Commercial transits of the Northwest
Passage are uncommon. Whilst there has
been considerable growth in yacht transits
and some increase in passenger ship transits,
there is little merchant transit shipping
occurring on the NWP [41]. It has been
suggested that this is due to difficult ice
conditions, as even when ice coverage is low,

free floating ice is likely to clog the narrow
straits that make up the route [42]. Despite
the low usage as a transit route, there is a
fair amount of destination traffic, particularly
in the area around Baffin Bay and West
Greenland, mostly for access to oil and gas
facilities and for community resupply [41].
After the first summer transits of the NSR in
the 1930’s, traffic on the route grew under the
Soviet government until it peaked in 1987 [43].
Since the peak of 1987, cargo volumes fell
dramatically, although their decrease slowed
in the 1990’s due to an undervalued Rouble
and the associated profits for shipowners [43].
In more recent times merchant vessels have
used the Northeast Passage for shipments
between Asia and Europe and traffic volumes
are once again increasing.
As the reduction of Arctic sea ice continues,
the Arctic sea routes will become increasingly
navigable. Currently, the Northeast Passage
experiences approximately four weeks of
open-water conditions annually, whilst the
Northwest Passage and the Transpolar

Route have none [44]. The open-water period
is projected to increase to six weeks by 2025,
and reach nine, five and six weeks for the NSR,
the NWP and the TSR by 2030 [44]. For ice
strengthened vessels, the shipping season is
expected to extend from early August to late
October by 2030 [44]. This bodes well for those
looking for a shortcut between the Pacific and
Atlantic, and it is expected that ship traffic
along the routes will increase in line with their
increasing navigability.

Ship traffic
Ship traffic in the Arctic can be categorised in
several ways. Often ship types are discussed
such as bulk carriers, tankers, or fishing vessels.
Other times voyage types such as destination,
transit or intra-Arctic are referred to. In this
context transit traffic is made up of ships
passing through the Arctic on their way between
the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, destination
traffic is made up of voyages to or from Arctic
destinations such as resource extraction sites
or local communities, and intra-Arctic traffic
is made up of voyages between start and end
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points within the Arctic. Traffic volume can
also be defined in different ways, the most
common of which being total distance of
voyages, number of unique vessels, and total
individual voyages.
Since 2013, traffic has increased within the
IMO Polar Code area from just under 800
unique vessels in September of 2013 to just
under 1000 vessels in September 2019, an
increase of roughly 25% as shown in Figure
5 [45]. September is the height of the Arctic
summer and has the lowest ice extent and
thickness, currently ship traffic in September
makes up around 60% of the annual total [45].
The vessel type with the greatest occurrence
in this data are fishing vessels, making up
41% of all unique vessels in the Arctic [45].
Bulk carrier traffic is making up and increasing
proportion of the total and has increased
160% in the Polar Code area between 2013
and 2019, partly attributed to the opening of
mining operations such as the Mary River iron
ore mine in Nunavut, Canada [45].

Looking at the data for the Northern Sea
Route as shown in Figure 6, it can be seen
that the picture is slightly different from
the Arctic as a whole. Since a peak in total
voyages in 2013, there was a sharp decline in
ship traffic mirroring a decline in the oil price
during this time. Since 2015 there has been a
steady but modest increase in ship traffic [46].
A decrease in oil and gas prices in particular
can have a twofold effect on shipping
volume along the NSR. Firstly, oil and gas
extraction in the region is likely to decrease
as expensive offshore oil and gas extraction
activities are the first to suffer when prices
fall. Secondly, the fuel savings gained from
taking the shorter NSR over the Suez Route
decrease as fuel becomes cheaper, therefore
making it less attractive for transit shipping.
It can therefore be seen that levels of both
destination and transit shipping are likely
impacted by oil prices. How regulatory
changes such as the HFO ban and sulphur
cap impact this dynamic is yet to be seen.

Predictions for future ship traffic in the Arctic
are highly variable. The US Navy estimates
100 vessels transiting the TSR, 400 vessels
the NWP and 450 vessels the NSR in
summer 2025 [40], which represents an
almost 12 fold increase on the 2019 numbers
for the NSR. Although these numbers seem
unlikely, by 2050, Arctic routes will become
increasingly accessible even to vessels
with moderate ice strengthening. The rapid
decline of hazardous multiyear sea ice will
lead to prolonged shipping seasons whilst
also reducing the need for icebreaker escorts
and the cost of Arctic transits [43]. However,
this is not the only factor considered by ship
owners and future Arctic shipping activity
will not only be decided by the navigability
of the routes but also by infrastructure
developments, resource prices, tourism
demand, and icebreaker cost and availability.
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Figure 5
Plot showing the number of unique vessels
in the Polar Code area for 2013–2019 [45]
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Figure 6
Plot showing number of total voyages on the
NSR for 2011–2019 [46]
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Future scenarios – the experts’ views
In the 2009 Arctic Marine Shipping Assessment
report, four future scenarios for the maritime
Arctic in 2020 were presented and are shown
in Figure 7. They present four scenarios in the
style of the four archetypes of growth, collapse,
constraint, and transformation as popularised
by University of Hawaii [48].

Arctic Race

High demand and stable
governance lead to a
healthy rate of development
that includes concern for
the preservation of Arctic
ecosystems and cultures.

GOVERNANCE
Polar Lows
Low demand and
unstable governance
bring a murky and
u n d e r- d e v e l o p e d
future for the Arctic.

RESOURCES

UNSTABLE
AND AD HOC

Arctic Saga

Polar Preserve
Low demand and stable
governance slow development in the regions
while introducing an
extensive eco-preserve
with stringent ‘no-shipping zones’.

LESS DEMAND

STABLE AND
RULES-BASED

High demand and
unstable governance
set the stage for a ‘no
holds barred’ rush for
Arctic wealth and
resources.

AND TRADE

MORE DEMAND

As part of the SEDNA project, a survey of experts
was carried out in various areas relevant to
shipping in the Arctic. Some of the questions in
this survey focussed on the experts’ views of
where we are currently in the context of these
scenarios, and where we may be heading in the
near future to 2050. The average of the answers
show that the experts believe the maritime Arctic is
currently in a fairly neutral position with perhaps a
slight leaning towards the Polar Preserve scenario.
In the future they see the situation moving towards
the Arctic Saga scenario but not in an extreme way.

Figure 7
AMSA scenarios matrix [31]

Narrative summary
The survey also posed questions on other areas of the future of Arctic shipping. From the responses
to these questions, a narrative summary has been constructed, and is presented below, giving
a view of the future of Arctic shipping that experts in the topic believe is likely to occur.
By 2050 the decline of Arctic sea ice will continue
and intensify unless stricter regulations on
the control of greenhouse gas emissions are
implemented. As a direct consequence, wave and
current conditions, ice mobility and inter-annual
sea ice variability will increase, in turn increasing
the hazards to ships sailing in the region.
Arctic shipping volumes in the future will
be heavily influenced by gas, oil, and
mineral discoveries. However, global
de-carbonisation policies may curb resource
extraction even if Arctic States encourage
the exploitation of the resources found in the
region. The NSR is likely to be the preferred
route for destination and transit shipping but
the NWR will be a more popular route for cruise
ships, the number of which is expected to
increase in the future. The utilisation of the TSR
will remain limited for the foreseeable future.

For any significant increase in shipping
activity to occur, investment in new
infrastructure is necessary with a particular
focus on improving safety and decreasing
risk. Environmental concerns are also
expected to keep the requirement for safer
Arctic seaways high on the agenda of both
Arctic and non-Arctic nations. Enhanced
navigation systems, new de-icing solutions,
and the consideration of real-time, whole
Arctic weather forecasts in conjunction
with ship performance monitoring systems,
are all required to de-risk Arctic shipping in
the future.
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Arctic futures: scenarios for 2050
In the previous section, the scenarios
developed by the Arctic Council were
presented along with some experts’ views
of how the future may develop within the
framework of these scenarios. Throughout
the SEDNA project, the team working on the
Future Trends deliverable engaged in dialogue
with experts through roadmapping workshops,
surveys, and informal conversation. Based
on this dialogue alongside the desk research
summarised earlier in this report, an updated
set of scenarios is proposed here.
The proposed set of scenarios is composed
of three scenarios for the future of the Arctic
based on the interplay between the three main
regional stakeholders: government, business,
and wider society. This was inspired by the
scenario work presented by Shell [49] and
differs from the commonly used four scenario
archetypes of growth, collapse, constraint,
and transformation which was popularised by
Jim Dator and the University of Hawaii [48].
The scenarios are not exclusive, complete, or
definite depictions of the future Arctic, but are
representative, possible futures to structure

thinking around the fast-evolving situation in
the Arctic and aid in making policy, business,
and research decisions.

Eco-capitalism
Pressure from broader society creates
an incentive for business to operate in
more inclusive, socially responsible ways
that minimise and even reverse previous
environmental damage.
Social awareness of the dwindling Arctic
creates a boom in sustainable tourism to the
polar regions manifesting in a rush to see the
Arctic environment before ice loss changes
the region permanently.
A business imperative to reduce harm and
preserve the natural capital creates a surge
in socially responsible businesses in the
Arctic, often involving local and indigenous
communities. Alongside this preservation of
natural capital, novel natural resources and
living resources are sustainably exploited
such as bioprospecting and sustainable fish
farming. The interplay between preservation
and responsible exploitation of the natural

world creates novel business models and
sustainable, inclusive development in the region.
Social pressures result in financial institutions
refusing funding to any environmentally
damaging activity in the Arctic. This forces
legacy industries to reassess and their business
models and operating procedures to keep
operating in the region.

Strategic industry
Government supports, encourages and
sometimes subsidises business activity in the
Arctic to cement their strategic position in the
region. Volatile resource prices and questionable
economic viability of shipping lanes does not
affect industrial development as large state
backed companies act as pioneers to solidify
their first mover advantage in anticipation
of a future where the Arctic is of increasing
geopolitical importance.
Much needed large infrastructure developments
are made part of national strategies where large
budgets and long time-horizons are seen as
acceptable.
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Resources are exploited and extracted to their
full extent, with little regard to resource prices
and costs, resulting in increased transport
links to the area and development of the high
north including building, new settlements
and pipelines.

With globalisation retreating and nationalism
on the rise, international trade falls resulting
in low demand for Arctic transit routes and
reduced voyages on the NSR.

PUBLIC

SOCIAL DRIVERS

Arctic preserve

OC
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ARCTIC
SHIPPING

STRATEGIC INDUSTRY
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BUSINESS

MARKET DRIVERS

PR

Social pressure on governments to preserve the
Arctic environment results in legislation limiting
industrial and economic activity. The Arctic
becomes an area of cooperative international
research comparable to the Antarctic. Natural
habitats are restored and populations of once
rare species thrive in the new natural reserve.

IC

AP
ITA
L

CT

ISM

AR

The images and media reporting of enormous
forest fires, near complete ice loss, and
endangerment of iconic Arctic wildlife create
social movements calling for protection of the
Arctic environment.

Alongside the external social pressures, falling
resource prices reduce the profit imperative to
exploit the rich resource deposits in the region.

With little profit imperative to drive development of
the Arctic, a natural preserve is seen by the global
superpowers as a way of reducing military tensions
in the area without losing face or conceding
strategic territory to potential adversaries.

GOVERNMENT
LEGAL DRIVERS

Figure 8
SEDNA Arctic shipping scenarios
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